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Company Name: Infinity Turbine LLC
Product: Fast Filter
Applications: Removing wax from winterized solution,
filtering algae, most filter applications which require a
filter media of either paper or zeolites and a vacuum.
Construction: Stainless steel metal and fittings.
Uses: Filter media from a solution.
Benefits: bulk media filtration
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Fast Filter Process for Dewaxing Winterized Liquid

If you currently use Buchner flasks, consider a Infinity Fast Filter System for dewaxing your winterized solution for more than 10 times faster than conventional filtering.

This is the perfect compliment to your botanical extraction system, whether it be hydrocarbons, ethanol, or supercritical CO2.

We offer two sized systems which will handle any production from 5L pours, to over 10L pours in a few minutes.

The modular system includes everything you need to get started, including a vacuum pump, paper filters, and a fast filter system mounted in a cart frame with industrial casters, that can be easily
moved by one person. The 5L system runs off of 110V and can be solar powered with an inverter for off-grid use. The 10L system is 110V but can be ordered as 220V 50 hz or 60 hz.

The Fast Filter System allows you to process more product, in less time, saving you valuable labor and giving you access to more profits.

- Industrial Cart with Casters (USA)
- Starter Kit Paper Filters (20 inch or 50 cm)
- Small Footprint 24x24x48 inches
- Self-contained System
- Plug and Play

Plans and licensing available.
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Vacuum Powered Filter System

The modular system includes everything you need to get started, including a vacuum pump, paper filters, and a fast
filter system mounted in a cart frame with industrial casters, that can be easily moved by one person. The 5L system
runs off of 110V and can be solar powered with an inverter for off-grid use. The 10L system is 110V but can be
ordered as 220V 50 hz or 60 hz.

Plans and licensing available.
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Comparing Systems

Fast Filter Twin Bowl Industrial vs. Drain Droyd

The removal of wax from a winterized solution (botanical oil extraction that has been mixed with ethanol, and put into a
freezer to separate wax) can be a time-consuming operation. These machines decrease the time and increase
production. This is especially important with industrial hemp oil and products production. Some systems can be used
in the high-tech industry for Graphene.
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Comparing Systems With Filter Trolley

Fast Filter vs. Filter Trolley

Fast Filter: Made in USA. Filter paper available on Amazon or Infinity. Heavy duty 5 inch casters. Table top space can
hold pour containers. Silent operation.

Filter Trolley: Made in Germany and Italy. Frame and cart is made from one piece durable polypropylene plastic.
Requires external noisy compressor.
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Fast Filter System

If you currently use Buchner flasks, consider a Infinity Fast Filter System for dewaxing your winterized solution for
more than 10 times faster than conventional filtering.

This is the perfect compliment to your botanical extraction system, whether it be hydrocarbons, ethanol, or
supercritical CO2.
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